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Go easy on 
the quickies: 

         Let’s talk about the long game. When 
digital makes it quicker and easier to launch 
a marketing campaign than ever before, 
it’s becoming more and more common for 
marketers to look for quick gains rather than 
taking a longer, more sustainable approach. 

And it’s understandable: we’re under an 
ever-increasing pressure to do more with 
less money. It’s tempting to go for those 
quick wins to prove your effectiveness to the 
stakeholders in your organisation. 
 
But there are some very strong arguments 
in favour of investing the time to create 
long-term campaigns. For a start, when the 
IPA analysed 500 case studies from over 
the last 20 years, they found that long-term 
campaigns were three times more effective 
than short-term campaigns.

I’m going to take you through some of the 
reasons why you should be looking to the 
long term with your marketing campaigns, 
and then show you some real-world results 
for proof that this approach works.”
 

Matt Stevens, 
Managing Director
MOI Global 

why marketers need  
to play the long game

5 reasons to play 
the long game with 
your marketing...
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To see why there can be more to gain from 
a long-term campaign, let me share a few 
things I’ve learnt while working on MOI’s 
longer campaigns. 
 

find your feet
We’re used to the idea of brand equity, 
where the power of a brand’s reputation is 
grown over time. The same can also apply to 
a campaign that’s given time to find its feet. 

If, for example, thought leadership plays a 
part in your campaign, wouldn’t it be more 
effective if the leader had time to actually 
build his or her reputation in their  
area of expertise? 

 
Economies of scale
The more campaign equity you build, the 
more effective your earned media will be, 
which saves you money by reducing the 
reliance on paid media to engage audiences.
 
You’ll also save time and budget by not 
having to repeat all the processes involved in 
planning, creating and launching a campaign 
from scratch.

Think slow, win fast
Everyone has targets to meet to satisfy 
their stakeholders that they’re delivering 
value to the organisation. It can be tempting 
to try and get there with a quick, one-off 
campaign, but don’t make the mistake of 
thinking that a campaign intended to last 
longer can’t hit the ground running. You can 
still make a big impact and fast...

   but with 
the bonus 
of achieving 
a far more 
sustainable 
impact”
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Build strong 
foundations
A long-term campaign lets you analyse your 
results over time and respond by adjusting 
your current strategy, rather than spending 
time to create a new one every time. Plus, 
with the framework in place, you have a 
greater ability to quickly test new ideas 
based on your results.    

The same goes for the people working on 
the campaign. When you have a deep well 
of knowledge to draw from, innovative 
ideas for pushing the campaign forwards 
will come far more readily. But to build an 
understanding of all the intricacies, you 
need something which a longer campaign 
gives you aplenty: time. You don’t get this 
opportunity when you’re having to build a 
new team from scratch each time you start a 
shorter campaign. 

  

Ask: who’s  
your campaign  
for anyway?
A long-term campaign means you can put 
more focus on your customers. You’ll find 
it easier to produce content that resonates 
with them, because it has a stronger basis 
in what they want and need. You’ll have a 
better idea of what this is because you’ll have 
more time to really gain an understanding of 
your audience and find deeper insights. 
 



What does long-term marketing look like?
   
Who do you think 
your customers are?
We’re used to businesses telling their 
customers what their challenges are. But 
the Digital Bank of the Future campaign 
flips things around: all the content created 
for the campaign is designed to show 
businesses the views of their customers. 

In one such report, 5,200 respondents aged 
between 16 and 65 were surveyed across 
13 countries for a comprehensive analysis. 
From this, we could create four customer 
personas to help banks understand the 
individual needs of customers at various 
stages of their lifecycles.

Keep them coming 
back for more
The Digital Bank of the Future campaign 
relies heavily on regular research reports, 
and the customer insights they generate, 
to give banking and FinTech organisations 
a robust understanding of the modern 
customers they need to engage.  

But instead of providing only one snapshot 
of customers, Oracle’s year-on-year 
research keeps decision-makers coming 
back for the latest, most up-to-date insights. 
Presented through regular content including 
thought leadership pieces, these insights 
become more valuable by giving people in 
the banking sector an evolving view of their 
customer base as it changes over time.

To show just how effective long-term 
marketing campaigns can be, let’s explore 
the Digital Bank of the Future campaign, 
created by MOI for Oracle. Launched in 
2014, it’s still going strong. It’s a campaign 
that owes its sustainable success to a 
strategy built on deep insights revealing 
the needs, wants and expectations of 
today’s bank consumers.
 
Original research provides a unique 
perspective and is the foundation upon 
which the campaign is built. This informs 
the marketing communications, influences 
the choice and use of channels, and 
stimulates audience participation. 
 
But most importantly, it successfully 
encourages contributions from a 
community of industry experts, publishers, 
banking and FinTech companies, and social 
influencers, with content co-created and 
delivered through a blend of offline and 
online channels.



Influence  
the Influencers 
When working with influencers, it’s a big 
challenge to ensure they’re aligned to the 
brand while remaining true to themselves. 
But it gets easier when you spend the time 
to build campaign equity. By providing 
influencers with periodically refreshed 
research, they’re more motivated to share 
it with their own audiences – its value has 
been proven, so they know they can trust it.   

Based on original infographics and an 
interactive microsite summarising the key 
research findings, 20 experts from the 
Finance space continue to engage their 
own audiences by adding their voices to 
the conversation, with content co-created 
by Oracle. With a combined reach of two 
million followers, the campaign has achieved 
6.7m impressions and counting.  

Creating a  
snowball effect 
People have quickly learnt that the Digital 
Bank of the Future is the place to get the 
latest research to inform their strategies, 
so it becomes easier to engage new and 
existing audiences while reducing reliance 
on paid media. It creates a snowball effect, 
where the campaign becomes more efficient 
to run as audiences grow. In short, the 
campaign doesn’t have to work as hard.  



 

Turn content  
into action
Audiences need content to do more than 
just give them insights – they need a way to 
turn those insights into action. The Digital 
Bank of the Future campaign provides them 
with a benchmarking tool that lets them see 
their digital readiness compared to others, 
based on the latest research. This generates 
qualified leads that are suitable for an 
account-based approach, enabling more 
effective and meaningful engagement.
   
Show your audience 
the future
The campaign has successfully established 
how customers currently feel about, 
and engage with, consumer banking 
and financial services. But how can 
organisations digitally transform if they’re 
only looking at the present? The campaign 
is called Digital Bank of the Future, after all.  

So, the next step was to let our audiences 
see for themselves the kind of banking 
experiences they can provide their 
customers with. We created a mock 
application based on the years of campaign 
research into the needs of banking 
customers. It gives banking executives a 
tangible example of what could be achieved 
if they use Oracle services to act on the 
consumer insights.

how can 
organisations  
digitally transform 
if they’re only looking 
at the present?



‘Excellence in Integrated Marketing (B2B)’ 
at the Marketing Excellence Awards 2018  

GOLD

‘Best Idea – Business Events’ category at 
the MARKies Awards 2017 

BRONZE

‘Best Multichannel Campaign’ category at 
the B2B Marketing Awards 2016 

WINNER

$28m 
pipeline from a $16m target

5m 
readers reached across 
various publications 
and media 

500
leads generated within 
the first week for the 
zig bank experience

160,000
new contacts reached 
via earned social

900 
attendees engaged

927 
asset downloads

230,000
users targeted in apac 
linkedin groups outreach

8,327
twitter followers gained

Over the last few years Oracle has grown its 
reputation as a thought-leader in the digital 
banking space and is the brand that key 
decision makers go to for insights on 
how to digitally transform. 

But if you’re still unconvinced of the 
merits of investing in long-term marketing 
campaigns, just see some of the highlights 
of the Digital Bank of the Future campaign:

What happened? 
The results of 
a long-term 
campaign  



      MOI impressed us with 
their completeness of vision, 
right from initial concept  
through the flawless  
orchestration and delivery 
of this campaign”
Parvez Ahmad 
Director, Marketing  
Oracle Financial Services
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The next time you plan a campaign, think 
whether that short-term campaign you had 
in mind would be more effective if it were 
expanded to run over a longer period. Use 
this comparison chart to help you decide.
 
If you want to know more about the strategy 
and execution behind a long-term campaign, 
get in touch at london@moi-global.com or 
Matthew.Stevens@moi-global.com

Short-term 
vs long-term 
marketing:  
Short-term marketing
• Starting from scratch with each   
 campaign
•  Audiences have less trust and 

familiarity with your brand and 
campaigns

• Significant reliance on paid media
•  Less time to understand the needs of 

your customers
• Quick wins are short-lived

Long-term marketing 
• Economies of scale
•  Brand and campaign reputation is 

built over time, increasing trust and 
engagement levels

•  Easier to engage new and existing 
audiences, due to growing reputation 

• More focus on customer needs
• Quick wins lead to sustainable growth

VS

mailto:london%40moi-global.com%20?subject=
mailto:Matthew.Stevens%40moi-global.com?subject=


When today’s always-on world means your buyers can research, reject, or shortlist your brand without even talking to you, we’ll get you into 
the conversation. MOI Global is a B2B creative agency connecting you with a new breed of buyer. Re-engineering your marketing 

eco-system to target the places they hang out and the people they listen to.

With offices in London, San Francisco, Singapore and Sydney, we help our clients deliver head turning campaigns that target international 
and local markets. Our services cover all aspects of a buyer’s omni-channel world, including digital, social media, events, direct mail and 

telemarketing. Clients include Oracle, Genesys, Capgemini, CenturyLink, Sage, Software AG, Vodafone, Red Hat, F5.
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